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Meeting: Evans Bay Connections Working Group Workshop 1 

Venue: St. Pat’s College, 581 Evans Bay Parade, 

Main Library 

Date: 6-April-2017 

Time: 18:30 

 

The first workshop of the Evans Bay Connections Working Group was held from 6:30pm–8:30pm on 6 April 

2017, at the St. Pat’s College Main Library. The attendees at the first workshop were: 

Present Name Organisation 

 Living Streets 

 CAW 

 St Pat’s College 

 Community Resident 

 Community Resident 

 Community Resident 

Jessica Rattray                            NZTA 

Brett McPhedran  (BM)                       WCC 

Ben Alexander  (BA)                            WCC 

Ryan Dunn (RD)                                   T+T 

Camden Wright                            T+T 

Cr. Chris Calvi-Freeman              WCC 

Cr. Sara Free                               WCC 

Cr. Simon Marsh                          WCC 

Cr. Diane Calvert                         WCC 

Cr. Iona Pannet                            WCC 

Apologies / Not 

Attending: 

 Community Resident 

 Community Resident 

 CMC Trust 

 Community Resident 

 Community Resident 

  Hataitai Resident’s Association 

 NIWA 
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The discussions for the evening were broadly focussed around the following topics: 

 What the existing character / feel of Evans Bay is; 

 What the wider character of Evans Bay is; 

 What are some of the positive things about Evans Bay; 

 What are some of your dislikes about Evans Bay; 

 What are the outcomes you want from developing this area; and 

 What are some higher level options to achieve these outcomes? 

 

The outcomes of these discussions are listed in detail below. The meeting agenda is attached. 

Item Discussion Action 

1. Introductions/Terms of Reference  

1.1 Introductions of the group were made, and BA explained the terms of reference for the 
workshop. 

 

1.2 BA explained to the attendees what the purpose of the workshop sessions would be, and that 

this is a community project to bring value to all users. 

 

1.3 Both confidentiality and respect were requested of all workshop attendees, although discussion 
of the project was encouraged amongst friends, families, and community. The aim of the 
workshops is to make community aspects better, safer and fun. 

 

1.4 BA explained that the process aims to confirm the project objectives, from which a long list of 
options will be measured against and further refined to come up with three short listed options.  
These options are to be taken to WCC for review, and through community consultation to 
endorse a single option. This would be achieved over three to four workshops and one public 
open day.  

 

2. Background Information  

2.1 BM explained the background of the project: 

- Other Wellington Cycleways Programme projects around the Wellington region include 

Miramar Connections, Kilbirnie Connections, Bay Connections, Central Area, Northern 

Connections and Southern Connections. 

- The total Wellington Cycleways project funding is $37m over three years 

- Goals for the cycleway are to create one big network and enhance roads into the city, 

with the CBD falling under the work undertaken by the Lets Get Wellington Moving 

study 

- Plans to expand and connect Greater Wellington region 

- $5-6M funding for Evans Bay project 
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Item Discussion Action 

3. Community Values - Open Day Feedback -  

3.1 RD summarised the values of the Evans Bay Parade area raised by the public at the two public 

open days: 

- Proximity to, views by the sea – pause points, scenery 

- Be ambitious – do it once, do it right 

- One of the best road rides in Wellington 

- Don’t want to lose the ability to ride fast 

- Sharing with care 

- Waterfront route a relief and gem in Wellington cycleway network, beautiful and 

attractive route 

- Need to make more of around the bays route, Harbour Way 

- Tourism opportunities – should be superhighway standard 

- Lack of traffic signals, free flow for cycling 

- Safer route, especially for younger cyclists from city to eastern suburbs 

- Family friendly 

- User safety 

 

3.2 Community Values - Brainstorm  

3.3 A Brainstorm session of the route was carried out, highlighting values, characteristics and 

positive aspects of the Evans Bay Parade area. 

 

 

A table of the comments raised can be found on page 9 of these minutes. 
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Item Discussion Action 

4. Present issues paper and Open Day Feedback  

4.1 RD discussed the data collected from the issues paper technical investigations and surveys: 

- Safety is an issue for all modes. Cyclists are over represented in the crash history (8% of 
traffic but 32% of crashes). 26 vehicle only crashes in last 5 years 

- A mix of time limited (30 spaces) and unrestricted all day kerbside parking (470 spaces), 
with high level of long term occupancy 

- Vehicle volumes range from 10,000vpd to 14,500vpd 

- Vehicle speeds typically exceed the posted speed limit 

- 98% of all bus passenger trips are made to/from city centre 

- High pedestrian demand at Oriental Bay end of route (350 pedestrians per hour) 
reducing towards the Cobham Drive end (10 pedestrians per hour on average) 

- Number of people on bikes ranges between 70 and 180 cyclists per hour on average. 
LOS indicates people on bikes along route would be moderately satisfied to a little 
dissatisfied (location dependant) 

 

4.2 Comments were raised about the observed amount of speed enforcement in the area, and that 
the route is often used to transport VIPs. 

 

4.3 RD summarised issues that have been identified through technical work: 

- Great Harbour Way vision 

- Connection to adjacent packages 

- Effect of Let’s Get Wellington Moving project 

- Sites of significance/cultural value 

- Coastal marine area, impacts of widening 

- Sea level rise, worse case puts Evans Bay under water 

- Slope stability 

- Storm water runoff – water quality 

- Weather/wind 

- Inconsistent cycling facilities, narrow cycle lanes and lack of adequate shared path 
signage, people want clarity 

- Road surface, both on the road and paths 

- Intersection layout – restricted visibility, also on corners 

- Differing users – commuter and recreational 

- User safety 

- Vehicle volumes and speeds 

- On-street parking, high proportion of long stay parking demand, encroachment into 
cycle lanes  

- Bus stops – position and patronage 

- Pedestrian connectivity across route 
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Item Discussion Action 

4.4 RD summarised issues raised by the public at the two open days: 

- Narrow cycle lanes – footpath is safest place to ride 

- Wide traffic lanes 

- Surface conditions not great 

- Conflict with other users on shared path (pedestrians, vehicles at Greta Point) and user 
speeds 

- Cycle lane conflict with car doors 

- Transition between road and shared path needs to be more frequent and improved 

- Connection to Oriental Bay needs improvement 

- Little funding to do something ambitious 

- On-road cycle lanes a barrier to users 

- Shared path doesn’t serve any group well, too narrow, lack of understanding of how to 
use 

- Car versus cyclist mentality 

- Cyclists and pedestrian growth – infrastructure to cater for demand 

- Car speeds too high 

- Fast cyclists feel safer on road 

- Utilities on footpath restrict useable width 

- Cars cut inside corners and encroach into cycle lane 

- No bike parking 

- Resident and commuter parking along route 

- Balaena Bay visibility restricted with overgrown vegetation 

- Poor lighting 

- Slippery boardwalks 

- Café tables in Great Point reduce shared path width 

- Cyclist/bus passenger conflict 

- Lack of parking in Greta Point 

- Lack of shared path signage 

- Visibility of cyclist on shared path at driveway access 

- Water quality 

- Lack of seating for pedestrians 

Comments were made on lack of bathroom/shower facilities and rubbish bins, specifically 
around the campervan area. 
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Item Discussion Action 

4.5 Current Issues - Brainstorm  

4.6 A Brainstorm session of the route was carried out, highlighting the issues seen in the Evans Bay 

Parade area. 

 

A table of the comments raised can be found on page 9 of these minutes. 

 

 

 

5. Bay Connections Pictures  

5.1 BM presented a series of photos to visualise key areas along the route for discussion.  

5.2 This issue of traffic quantity and speed was raised. Straight roads are enticing for speeding. Are 

the roads too busy, or are they not wide enough? With regards to the 60km/h average is this a 

consistent daily speed, or during a specific, potentially peak period time. More analysis on speed 

needed. 

RD 

5.3 Concern was raised about the state of the cycle lanes rough surface, drain covers, and the debris 

left from slope rockfall on the hill side cycle lanes. It was also stated that the hillside area past 

Greta Point also feels safer due to lack of parking and clearer visibility. 

 

5.4 Due to a lack of footpath width and poorly maintained vegetation runners often are forced to 

run along cycle lane in places such as Balaena Bay. 
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Item Discussion Action 

6. Our Opportunity   

6.1 A list of potential outcomes was presented and attendees were asked to provide feedback: 

- More tourists? 

- More people drinking coffee roadside? 

- More enticing places to stop? 

- Something the community is proud of? 

- Cycling facility that is safe for all users? 

- More people active? 

Feedback was that the fifth point should not limit the facility to only cyclists and that should be 

both convenient and safe. 

 

 

6.2 It was raised that priority should be on users engaging with the route not just passing through it.  

6.3 The VMS sign on Cobham Drive was discussed as it can change a driver’s route choice based on 

the time shown. It was observed that if the time was too long drivers would often take the 

Evans Bay route as opposed to the Mt Victoria Tunnel.  

 

6.4 An impact on drivers that could lighten traffic around the bay is increasing the idle time at the 

right turn lane Cobham Drive traffic lights, reducing the attractiveness of Evans Bay Parade 
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Item Discussion Action 

6.5 Driver visibility to oncoming vehicles and cyclists at intersections and access ways are also a 

concern due to vegetation, embankments and acute angle of intersection with Evans Bay 

Parade. 

 

6.6 RD summarised options raised by the public at the two open days: 

- Improve shared path – widen 

- Consistent route treatment along the whole length 

- Separated on road cycling facility 

- Separate pedestrians and cyclists 

- Two-way separated cycleway on sea side, remove hill side cycle lane 

- Remove parking one side and angle park the other side, reverse angle parking 

- Remove parking altogether 

- Educate shared path users 

- Safe hit bollards or armadillo bumps on existing cycle lanes to prevent vehicle 
encroachment 

- Reduce traffic speeds 

- Build seawalls to get more space 

- Mark green along cycle route 

- Add more pedestrian crossings 

- Improve surfacing on road and shared path 

- Stencil instructions for users 

- Same as Cobham Drive or Island Bay 

- WCC provide free bells on bikes 

- Dedicated cycle lanes along whole route 

 

 

7. High level Outcomes and Options – Group Brainstorm  

7.1 Unable to be covered due to time restrictions 

Key headings: 

What are some high level options to achieve these outcomes? – Brainstorm (in groups): 

- More seating? 
- More traffic islands/speed restrictions? 
- More effective parking? 
- More/less green space/vegetation? 

 

Consider the following specific aspects: 

- How do we cater for people on foot, people riding bikes, buses & their passengers? 
- How do we cater for people driving cars, for trucks/service & over dimensional 

vehicles? 

 

 Meeting adjourned 8:30pm  
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What are currently some of the values, characteristics and positive aspects of the Evans 

Bay Parade area? 

Route Positive Negative 

Evans Bay Parade  Scenery, seaside route, rocky coast 

 Look-outs/pause points 

 Fishing, Pt Jerningham pier 

 Yacht and Kayak Clubs, Sea Scouts 

 Beach, swimming areas (Balaena, Hataitai) 

 Facilities, restrooms, water fountains, seating 

 Dog park 

 Recreational areas (Fishing) 

 Commercial activity (Cafes, Day-care Centres, 

NIWA) 

 Engaged, family community 

 Range of pedestrians(walkers, jogger, runners, 

dog walking) 

 Vastly changing hobbies/sports (Windsurfing) 

 Boat houses 

 Bus Stops 

 Campervan area 

 Change to E-bikes, croc bikes, bike tourism 

 Greta Point (high traffic) 

 Exposed to weather 

 Environmental Quality (under water) 

 Inconsistent Surfaces 

 Traffic dominated (Heavy Vehicles) 

 Bus stop location and design 

 Commuter Parking 

 Step changes in path grades and varying 

quality of surfaces 

 

 
What are currently some of the issues around the Evans Bay Parade area? 

Route Issue Comments/Outcomes 

Evans Bay Parade  Freedom campers (lack of facilities and 

rubbish bins) 

 Lack of bike parking 

 Poor connectivity, lack of facilities for 

pedestrians to cross to seaside, particularly 

from Mt Victoria tracks 

 Poor quality, inconsistent lighting 

 Access to road from Cobham Drive 

 Car speed too high (perception generally 

exceeds posted 50km/h) 

 Used as through route, not destination (rat 

run) 

 Inconsistent/intermittent parking and poor 

sightline causes pinch points for cyclists 

 Pedestrian refuge island at Greta Point creates 

 Opportunity to create link/path along 

coast through the marina 

 Bus stops are conveniently placed for 

pedestrians  

 Island refuge crossing placement good for 

pedestrians but not for cyclists  

 Consistency of all elements needed for 

clarity even if placement isn’t necessarily 

perfect  

 Planning for more users as area could 

become a very popular destination 

 Safe and convenient facilities for all users 

 Prioritise walking, cycling and active 

mode use over vehicles 

 Encourage change in VMS messaging or 
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Route Issue Comments/Outcomes 

pinch point for on-road cyclists 

 Changing winds can cause sudden change in 

speed and uncontrollable sideways movement 

for cyclists 

 Balaena bus stop on cycle lane 

 Transferring from cycle lane to shared path 

 Island refuge crossing creates pinch point 

 Unpredictable movements along shared path 

i.e. pedestrians step into cycle lane due to lack 

of adequate width for all users 

traffic signals to reduce attractiveness of 

route for vehicles as rat run 

 
 


